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Bradley Denis Gros
Artistic Statement:

An amalgamation: Christian name, from old English, a clearing amidst the woods. The middle

name: an English derivation of Dionysis. A French/Cajun surname meaning just plain fat. The

combination results in a highly creative, energetically misanthropic, late-blooming artist. The glasses

which my clown wears are the �rst layer of transformation of self into sacred. This tiny, transparent

mask allows just enough of an internal change that vulnerability can move up front and take the

bullets. Then, an oversized suit, and perhaps an ill �tting hat. Next to no makeup, but sometimes a red

nose, sometimes not. Depends if we’re channeling Beckett or the Fraternellis.

It is easy to say I am a Clown, and leave it at that. However, this only represents a tiny portion

of the craft which informs my work. I move in design: industrial, scenic, and plastic. I am a maker: of

spaces, of objects, of experiences, and of perspectives.  I am a performer: on stage, with voice, with

movement, with image. I make music with a variety of instruments for a variety of applications. After

all, I generate the charged, archetypal energies of the Sacred Clown, and all the duties and

responsibilities this entails. The result varies, but the thread remains the same; engaging, haunting,

nostalgia-laden, relevant beauty, wrapped in the faded tapestry of timeless self-deprecating humor.

Activist in the sense of activation–I try to turn on the viewer’s senses from the inside. My work strives

for a connection with the collective unconscious through the viewer’s sense memory. The clown

disarms with a whi� of the odious odorous, but complex and rich like a falling piano, or a herd of deer

on ice. My ultimate medium is the Other: the viewer, the witness, the audience, the user, mon lectur,

mon semblable, mon frere.
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My aesthetic derives from the schools of Lecoq, Kazuo Ohno, the aforementioned Beckett, and

Bowles. Spare, essential, dark, and comfortable at depth. I resist stasis, I bore easily, I am tragically

empathic.

I would like to think that the material–the �lms, the performances, the writings, the

images–have a life of their own which moves forth independent of their initial gestation and creative

birth, but I am happy to let that move at its own pace and in its own sphere. Like prurient children, if

they come back, they are loved. If they do not, all the better. They exist and that is enough. The process

is a palimpsest, as am I.

In a search for an arborescent frame of in�uence, I am more drawn to a rhizomatic model

which has several centers of  growth, each emerging from the disciplines mentioned above. They

co-form, in an intertextuality of in�uence as a �eld of iris after decades of radioactive fallout.

Something must bring back the Rite of Spring, Stravinsky notwithstanding.

This work exists in any cultural moment, but as we are �rmly embedded in this one, to this one

we shall apply. The �nal medium is the viewer, and any work that actively transmutes this co-conscious

space can be seen to be e�ective. This is, to borrow a phrase from Hakim Bey, Poetic Terrorism. Straight

from the Ontological Broadsheets:

If art has died, or the audience has withered away, then we find ourselves free of two dead weights.

Potentially, everyone is now some kind of artist–and potentially every audience has regained its

innocence, its ability to become the art that it experiences.

But I am not satis�ed with merely clearing the low bar of engagement with an audience–that moveable

feast, now insatiable in its appetite for novelty and the sentiment du moment. What we are looking for
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is a way to e�ect a permanent change in the sensing apparatus of the audience. An inter-action with the

beingness–the daisin. We strive for Ontological Anarchy, the Temporary Autonomous

Zone–Burroughs’ place between places where everything is permitted, and it shall harm none.

Like a rural sylvan Fernando Pessoa, I thrive in the multiplicity of myself, and it is exactly that

multiplicity in others to which I speak. Perhaps this is an excuse to explain the vagaries of focus or lack

of attention to a disciplined pedagogy, but I �nd that when I want to do something new, I learn what I

can and fake the rest. The rest often discovers something relevant in the process.

About the Artist:
Child of the rural West, raised in the rural East, Bradley Denis Gros’ creative in�uence

germinates from a seed of dual origins: Eastern Europe and the Deep South. While three-quarters of

his family derive from French Acadian settlers in Louisiana, a wild, intelligent, highly resourceful

outlier made its way from Poland, through Nazi-occupied France, into the loving arms of a Cajun

Army sergeant who couldn’t leave Belgium without making her his wife. He brought her back to

small-town, Bayou secluded, southern Louisiana and started a family. Directly across the mighty

Mississippi, his Mother’s family, whose surname means “to win” in French, waited with their own

maverick black sheep, can’t tell me nothin’, renegade Catholic girl, who made it to Thibodaux in ‘67,

married a teenage, college Air Force ROTC freshman, and had son on an airbase three years and three

thousand miles later in Spokane, Washington. Bradley grew up in and around a Quaker school and

philosophy that placed a great deal of  value in the power of silence.

Bradley Denis Gros (McDevitt) is best known for his role as the creator of Carolina Commons

Creative Coterie, the host of The Quotidian Podcast, for his work with Seattle’s UMO Ensemble, and
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his decades of innovative theatrical performances and teaching around the world. He is currently

pursuing a masters degree in depth psychology at Paci�ca Graduate Institute. Bradley lives with his

wife, Felicity, and their two daughters, Tallulah and Evangeline, in Chapel Hill, North Carolina.

www.bradleymcdevitt.com

www.carolinacommons.org

www.thequotidianpod.com

http://www.bradleymcdevitt.com
http://www.carolinacommons.org
http://www.thequotidianpod.com

